
GEOL 595-GD/L - Geodynamics
Lab Assignment # 7- May 10, 2010 (Due May 19, 2010) Name:

Planetary Mantle Convection

Three dimensional, numerical convection models of convection in the Earth’s mantle (Peter
Bunge).

You will run a laboratory convection model. First measure the viscosity of your fluids using
the Stokes velocity equation below. Then set up your fluid experiment with this fluid, heat it
at the base, cool it at the surface and observe convective behavior and structures as predicted
by theory.

1a. First measure the viscosity of the fluid you have prepared using the Stokes velocity
equation. Drop a ballbearing (plastic or stainless steel - depending on how viscous your fluid
is) and measure it’s falling rate.

Drop time 1 (s):

Drop time 2 (s):

1b. Measure the density of your fluid using a glass hydrometer. PLEASE BE GENTLE with
these instruments, they are very fragile!!

Fluid density (g/cm3):

1c. Calculate the viscosity of your fluid using the Stokes velocity equation below (check your
units!):

µ =
2a2(ρball − ρfluid)

9u
(1)

where u is the velocity of the falling ball and a is its radius.
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2. While you are watching your experiment (see below), calculate the Rayleigh number and
Reynolds number of your experiment using your fluid properties. Each of these numbers is
considered a ”non-dimensional” parameter. Each is designed so that all units cancel (check
this!) to give you a single unitless number. But each number identifies certain properties of
your fluid system.

2a. Calculate the Rayleigh number (Ra) of your system. This describes the ”convective vigor”
of your convecting system. It is formally known as the ration of the ”diffusion time” to the
”advection time”.

Ra =
ρgα∆Td3

µκ
(2)

For corn syrup, you can use the values of thermal expansion, α = 4× 10−4C−1, and thermal
diffusivity, κ = 1.1× 10−7m2/s.

2b. Calculate the Rayleigh number for the Earth given the properties ρmantle = 3300g/cm3,
µ = 1021Pa · s, ∆T = 3000◦C, κ = 1× 10−7, and α = 1× 10−4.

2c. Determine the Reynolds number (Re) of your fluid system. This non-dimensional number
describes the ratio of ”inertial forces” to ”viscous forces”.

Re =
ρUa

µ
, (3)

where U is the velocity of structures (plumes) moving through your fluid, and a is the radius
of the moving object.
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2d. The Stokes flow regime is defined by fluids which have Re < 1. Which of the 2 forces
described above is dominant in this case ?

2e. Is your fluid sysem in the regime of Stokes flow ? Why or why not ?

3. Build a convection model using the plexiglass tanks you are given. Mix your fluid the day
before and allow it to settle overnight.
-Pour your fluid carefully into each tank (tip tank on it’s side to minimize bubbles during
pouring).
-Place the tank on a hotplate and turn onto 80◦C. (Don’t touch hotplates, they are hot!).
-Set a metal plate on top of your fluid box.
-Set a tray on top of the upper plate and fill with water and ice.
-Insulate your box with styrofoam.
-Set a clock near your experiment and start the timer (note the date and time of day in a lab
book or an experiment chart/table.)
-Monitor the convection cycles of your system:

1. Measure the top and bottom temps periodically and record temperature versus time in a
chart. Make notes of any interesting observations.

2. Cut a piece of vellum to place on the side of your tank and use a shadow graph to view
convective structures.

3. Take pictures periodically.

3a. Note the onset time of cellular convection:
Measure the wavelength of these convection cells:

3b. Watch the upper and lower boundaries of the fluid. Note the formation of thermal
boundary layers (cold TBL at top and hot TBL at bottom). Measure the thickness of each of
these boundary layers. (Note the time of all measurements).

3c. Watch for the onset time of plume-dominated convection. You will see plumes start to rise
(or sink) from the thermal boundary layer and travel to the top (or bottom) of the box.
Measure the wavelenth (or distance) between the plumes. Write down these observations and
time of occurance.
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3d. Calculate the expected wavelength, λ (or spacing) between plumes in your system using
the following theory by Whitehead and Luther, 1975. How does the theoretical prediction
compare to your measured wavelengths ? Explain what theoretical assumptions may or may
not be consistent with your experiment.

λ = 4πδ(
µ1

180µ2

)1/5 (4)

3e. Is the starting Rayleigh number in your experiment the same as the final Rayleigh
number? If not, calculate each and explain the difference and reason for this transition.
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